
QUICK QUANTUM MANIFESTATION

Rick Thompson is the bestselling author of the #1 new release on Amazon, The Quantum Mindset in a Nutshell: What 
They Don’t Teach You in School That Could Change Your LIfe, and is an engineer, businessman, and investor based 
in Seattle, Washington. He is a CEO in the cement and steel industry and is recognized 
as a leading authority on post-tensioning procedures working with big tech clients such as 
Microsoft and Google.

Rick has been infatuated with science, math, and the workings of the world since childhood. 
He is highly skilled at defining objectives, assessing requirements, and resolving problems, 
on and off the work field. His practical approach to business, life, and science is what makes 
his book special and very digestible for the average reader.

His book and guided programs will give you a tested nuts-and-bolts method for entering 
the quantum mindset and tapping heightened tools for manifesting your deepest dreams.

ARE YOU GETTING WHAT YOU DON’T 
WANT...INSTEAD OF WHAT YOU DO WANT? 
IT’S TIME TO LEARN...

In this presentation, you’ll discover:

1

How to identify what 
you want and need. 

Instead of ignoring your 
feelings, use them to 
propel you to greater 
and greater success.

2

What manifesting really 
is...it’s more than just 

thinking. You must 
speak, believe, and then 

act on what you said 
you want.

3

The last 2 steps in the 
manifestation process 
will give you greater, 

easier success this time, 
and prepare you for 

success next time.

You’ve probably heard all about manifestation by now...the idea that you can call things into your life 
just by thinking about them. But why does it seem like bad things are constantly happening to you?

It could be that you’re thinking, fearing, and meditating about what you DON’T want. Our brains 
think change is bad...but what if you need to change? How do you make your brain cooperate?

The key is to learn the 6 steps to quantum manifestation. It’s more than just thinking about  
what you want...discover the other 5 steps in the Quantum Manifestation process.
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